Transforming the End-to-End Customer Experience

Retailers can deliver the right product at the right price, time, and place using store-based insights uncovered by data analytics.

Store-Based Insights
Retailers have been using data analytics to generate business intelligence for years. But the availability of more powerful tools and access to more information from inside and outside of the store is enabling amazing shopping experiences that help customers better connect with brands and retailers. With a unique insight into customer preferences, social media impact, and inventory staging throughout the supply chain, forward-thinking retailers can simultaneously increase sales and operations performance.

The end-to-end customer experience is an immersive journey through which consumers dream, discover, browse, investigate, and purchase products; and retailers cement relationships with post-sales support and informative emails, text messages, and other communications. At each step, retailers can better serve customers by gathering and analyzing data that help them offer the right product at the right price, time, and place. Making it easier to put the necessary infrastructure in place, Intel offers professional consulting, tools, and computing platforms that can produce tangible benefits, such as:

- Increase sales per visit with a deeper understanding of customers’ purchase patterns.
- Learn about new sales opportunities by identifying unexpected trends from social media.
- Improve inventory management with greater visibility into the product pipeline.

Creating a Competitive Edge with Data
Today’s highly-connected and data-driven world is having an enormous impact on the retail industry. The retail environment is becoming more instrumented, providing the information retailers need to respond to what’s happening in the store and beyond, like community events, weather conditions, social media postings, and competitor actions (e.g., pricing and promotions).

This information is being used to captivate customers with compelling, personalized shopping experiences that include directed promotions, product recommendations, and other services that make in-store shopping more exciting. Brick-and-mortar stores are now taking a page from the online retailer playbook – use data analytics to connect with and retain customers. Analytics also plays a key role in turning physical stores into virtual warehouses that can ship products to customers in less time and at lower cost than the centralized warehouses of online retailers.
Applying Data Analytics in the Retail Store

Working with retailers and brands across the industry, Intel conducted a series of studies on large datasets from the Natural Food industry. The objective was to understand and measure how data analytics could help identify complementary products, recognize new sales trends, and improve supply chain management. The results are described in the next three sections:

Challenge 1: Increase Sales per Visit

It’s possible to boost sales with cross-selling techniques that encourage customers to spend a little more. But in order to do this, a retailer must have a better understanding of customer buying patterns for complementary products. These are insights that can be discovered with data analytics performing product adjacency analysis.

Figure 1 shows a simple product adjacency example, indicating a customer buying microwave popcorn will also buy soda 62 percent of the time, peanuts 26 percent of the time, and shampoo hardly ever, because it bears no relationship to popcorn purchases. Data analysis on purchase receipts can identify several critical relationships, including how often products are typically purchased together. This information enables retailers to:

- Run promotions that take advantage of the most effective cross selling opportunities.
- Determine which products should be stocked together.
- Avoid out-of-stocks on complementary products during promotions.
- Deliver personalized messages recommending related products.

Key Benefits

- Increase sales per visit by promoting complementary products customers are likely to purchase.
- Ensure sufficient complementary product stock is on-hand to avoid lost sales.
- Get customers to try something new by providing them information on new products of interest.

Challenge 2: Learn About New Sales Opportunities

Thanks to social media and Internet postings, some products have unexpectedly gone viral because a celebrity or expert endorsed them. In the U.S., a popular medical doctor with a health-oriented television show and a very large following on Twitter* recommended raspberry ketone pills to help reduce weight, which caused a run on the product at health stores and ultimately led to empty shelves. Figure 2 shows other natural food products the doctor talked about on social media, where the size of the bubble is proportional to the number of postings. The tool that created Figure 2 also lets users pull up the social media postings and view a word cloud showing which other words are used most prominently in the postings.

Retailers can use data analytics to get a forewarning about potential increasing demand based on a tweet or other posting with keywords related to their offerings. For example, it may be possible to give store buyers enough lead time about products quickly gaining in popularity after analyzing social media data. This is illustrated in Figure 3, where following two social media postings about black tea in the August-September timeframe, in the August-September timeframe, the number of transactions (blue) and sales (orange) for the product jumped. Unfortunately,
the retailer didn’t have enough inventory to meet demand, and sales dropped due to stock-outs in November. Data analytics can also identify whether trends are regional in nature so retailers are presented information relevant to their location.

The conclusions drawn from data analytics also enables retailers to send customers personalized messages informing them of interesting tweets and blogs about their favorite products. This can increase the loyalty of customers who appreciate receiving relevant news on products they purchase or are considering, made possible through analytics that correlate purchase records, complementary products, and news and social media feeds.

Key Benefits

- Predict when products may go viral.
- Take advantage of trends that could dramatically boost sales.
- Identify pull-through products that will require higher stocking levels.

Challenge 3: Improve Inventory Management

In an ideal world, retailers would be able to see the entire supply chain from what’s currently on the shelf all the way back to the product’s manufacturing line. In reality, many retailers lose visibility once a product ships from the warehouse, unable to accurately track what’s on the truck, in the back room, on the shelves, on display, expired, or in the return bin. This is where data analytics can help. It connects the dots between order, inventory, and sales, enabling store buyers to maximize profits by matching orders to predicted sales, thus minimizing carrying costs while increasing turns.

Charts like those in Figure 4 help buyers better manage their in-store inventory. The first chart is an example of excellent inventory management because supply and demand is balanced, indicated by consistent and moderate inventory levels. In contrast, the second chart shows high inventory levels that are increasing, and the third chart indicates the buyer made an error by ordering an excessive quantity of product that took seven months to move.

To avoid inventory issues, such as over-stock or out-of-stock situations, data analytics could be used to warn buyers when new order quantities are out of line with historic or recent sales trends. This capability requires an accurate accounting of product quantities throughout the retail environment; however, generating actionable data can be difficult when data (e.g., order, inventory, and sales) is stored in a wide variety of formats across various systems. Big data analytics was developed to solve these types of issues since it reconciles format differences in supply chain data. Once this is done, retail buyers can make economic-based reordering decisions by considering handling cost, order costs, and average daily demand.

Key Benefits

- Minimize carrying costs by reducing over-stocks.
- Avoid lost sales caused by out-of stocks.
Figure 3. Social Media Increases Demand for Black Tea

Figure 4. Individual Product Analysis: Inventory on Hand
Making Analytics Easier With Intel Consulting Services

The value of big data is the ability to unlock insights into what drives customer behavior and buying habits. To stay ahead of the curve, retailers need a platform that runs advanced data analytics on a mix of data types, thereby providing a greater understanding of customer preferences and influencers. Moving forward, successfully applying data analytics will drive higher revenue and create a competitive advantage for retailers who successfully turn this information into personalized shopping experiences.

Working to make implementing big data easier, Intel has a team of experts who create data analytics applications for retailers so they can focus on solving business problems instead of on system development. Intel has been in the big data business for over 30 years, managing state-of-the-art manufacturing sites and complex supply chain networks. Applying this knowledge to in-store analytics, Intel data analytics consulting services yield actionable data that allows retailers and brands to respond to customers’ desires in a more responsive and predictive manner.

Figure 4. Individual Product Analysis:
Inventory on Hand (continued)
Transforming the End-to-End Customer Experience

Intel data analytics consulting services pulls together the necessary hardware and software products capable of large-scale data collection, integration, experimentation, observation, and inference (Figure 5). These capabilities allow retailers to:

- Integrate any kind of data
- Experiment at the speed of thought
- Model on deep history
- Challenge and improve inferences
- Simulate products and models
- Embed capabilities into the business

For more information about Intel solutions for retail, visit www.intel.com/retailsolutions

Figure 5. Intel Data Analytics Consulting Services Produce Data-Driven Insights
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